Clinical responses to electrical brain stimulation of the temporal and frontal lobes in patients with epilepsy. Pathophysiological implications.
The clinical responses elicited by electrical stimulation of discrete cerebral structures in the temporal and frontal lobes were studied in 75 patients undergoing pre-surgical evaluation using chronic intracerebral electroencephalographic recordings. Responses without after-discharge spreading beyond the site of stimulation included somatosensory, autonomic, thermoregulatory and viscerosensory phenomena, simple motor responses, some simple automatisms, changes in facial expression or voice tone, vocalizations, conscious confusion and experiential phenomena. Except for oro-alimentary automatisms, these responses were similar to the initial responses elicited by stimulations followed by a spreading after-discharge. Responses were most often obtained from limbic structures, sometimes from the temporal isocortex, and rarely from frontal sites (except for simple motor activity and some simple automatisms). Specific clinical responses could often be elicited from more than one site (74 out of 147), frequently even from non-contiguous areas in the same or both hemispheres. This suggests that the neuronal substrates responsible for the production of some of these phenomena are widespread neuronal matrices linked through connections which have become strengthened through repeated use as hypothesized by one of us [Gloor (1990), Brain, 113, 1673-1694]. Such a hypothesis could also account for the individually idiosyncratic nature of many of these responses.